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To prepare packs for recycling

Visit www.BoltRecycling.com to see if recycling #5 plastic is available in your 
area. A recycling center may not be available in your area, so please check with 
your local municipality for recycling options.

Bolt™ packs are HOT 
after brewing. Please 
allow time for them 
to cool.

Carefully peel back 
tab to seperate foil 
lid and any filter 
from the cup.

Recycle your packs 
wherever #5 plastics 
are accepted.

COOL PEEL RECYCLE

The Bolt™ Pack

The Bolt™ Pack Varieties

The sealed Bolt™ packs keep coffee 
grounds fresh. Since the coffee is 
pre-measured, your freshly brewed coffee 
will always have the excellent, consistent 
taste Keurig is known for; and you will have 
no messy filters or spilled grounds to clean 
up. Simply place the pack into the brewer. 
Press the “Brew” button. And in about two 
minutes, enjoy a 64 oz. pot of coffee.

Keep your employees and customers 

delighted with fresh and delicious 

gourmet coffee from the brands they 

love, delivered with Keurig convenience 

and speed. Choose from smooth or bold 

regular coffees, as well as satisfying 

decafs and delightful flavored varieties.
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O-0178-00034406 

Green Mountain Coffee®

Breakfast Blend

Light Roast Coffee

Bright, sweet, and engaging.  Our 

favorite way to start the day.

10099555110002 

Green Mountain Coffee®

Dark Magic®

Dark Roast Coffee

Spellbinding complexity. Deep,  

dark, and intense.

10099555110040 

Green Mountain Coffee®

French Vanilla

Light Roast Coffee

The lusciously rich flavor of sweet 

vanilla cream.

10099555110026 

Green Mountain Coffee®

Hazelnut

Light Roast Coffee

Buttery and sweet with the rich 

flavor of warm, roasted nuts.

10099555110064 

Green Mountain Coffee®

Colombian Fair Trade Select Decaf

Medium Roast Coffee

Classically balanced with a ripe 

fruit finish.

10099555110057 

Green Mountain Coffee®

Vermont Country Blend®

Medium Roast Coffee

Sweet, rich, and aromatic, with a 

pleasant lingering finish.

10099555110033 

The Original Donut Shop®

Regular

Medium Roast Coffee
Extra Bold

Full-bodied, bold, and flavorful.         

A cup full of happiness.

10099555110019 

Tully’s Coffee®

French Roast Decaf

Dark Roast Coffee

Extra Bold

A smoky, decadent tale. Tully’s most 

popular roast, without the caffeine.
10099555110088 

Tully’s Coffee®

French Roast

Dark Roast Coffee

Extra Bold

A smoky, decadent tale.

10099555110071 

Tully’s Coffee®

Italian Roast

Dark Roast Coffee

Extra Bold

Complex and robust. Subtle spici-

ness and a long, satisfying finish.

10099555110095 


